
WBM532
 Modular Wire Closer

The Akiles easy to use WBM-532 is a heavy-duty modular
wire closer compatible with all standard binding wires

(from 3/16” up to 1-1/4” in diameter, in either 3:1 & 2:1
pitch) and up to 14” in length and longer. Its simple-to-use

design guarantees high productivity. Wire closer control
provides fast and accurate setup. Its stand alone design

mean no stand or holding device is required, while the
open ended closing channel accommodates wire elements

even beyond 14”.  The built-in diameter size selector and wire 
holder combine to make this machine unmatched in convenience. 

All metal construction assures reliability and years of worry-
free operation.

FlexiCloser 
Automatic Wire Closer
The Akiles FlexiCloser heavy-duty electric wire closer with a Smart-Detect 
feature automatically detects the wire size and adjusts the closing pressure 
accordingly. It features the industry’s first smart-detect system, LCD control 
panel, safety sensor and a magnetic back that helps hold the Wire-O in
place during the closing process, eliminating errors. 

This easy to use machine is equipped with an LCD control panel with
touch sensitive buttons.  Safety sensors and auto-reverse feature
provides risk-free, jam-free operation. The Akiles FlexiCloser is all wire
sizes ranging from 3/16” to 1-1/2” in both 3:1 and 2:1 pitch.  The FlexiCloser 
can be purchased with an optional mount that allows the machine to be 
mounted on top of the FlexiPunch modular machine. 
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CBM650 
19-Ring Modular Plastic Comb Opener
This machine can be used as a stand-alone unit or in conjunction
with the CombMac-24E, DuoMac and VersaMac. Its ambi-
dextrous design allow it to be  used by right or left-
handed individuals. This machine allows you to open
and close all standard size binding combs (from 3/16” 
up to 2” in diameter) and up to 14” in length. User
friendly design and heavy-duty all metal construction
guarantee maximum productivity and durability.

CBM650


